
Departure Bay... more than just a ferry terminal! 

Arguably Nanaimo’s most famous neighbourhood, pulling into the Departure Bay 

ferry terminal is when Islanders feel they have come home and visitors get their 

first glimpse of Nanaimo. 

 

History 

The history of Departure Bay  is interesting.  The Snuneymuxw were the first to 

make the area home - their presence there goes back 5,000 years and artifacts 

from these first inhabitants are still regularly found by present-day would-be 

developers during site preparation. 

As with most of Nanaimo, the area became a busy coal mining site and then later 

was home to an explosives manufacturing plant. There is some suggestion that 

the area's long history of inhabitation and of dangerous industries makes it prone 

to hauntings... 

Departure Bay’s Claims to Fame 

• Departure Bay beach is the finish line for the annual Nanaimo Bathtub Race 

• It is the childhood home of Diana Krall (listen to her song "Departure Bay")  

• Home to the gas station with the best view in town (7-11 on Departure Bay 

Road). 

 



Real Estate In Departure Bay 

Departure Bay, as defined by the Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, extends 

from the water all the way up to the old Island Highway behind Country Club 

Mall. Think of Brechin Road, which runs between the Departure Bay ferry 

terminal and the highway, as the southern border of this neighbourhood and the 

Island Highway as the western edge. The area is further broken down into several 

smaller neighbourhoods: 

• Cilaire: Cilaire Drive draws a circle around this lovely, ocean-

side neighbourhood. Properties here tend to be large family homes that 

enjoy beautiful ocean views. There is a mix of newer high-end homes and 

"Cilaire Classics" - homes that were once classy family homes and are now 

in need of updating. It is safe to expect to pay between $400k and $800k to 

live in this neighbourhood. 

• Sherwood Forest: Fun with street names!  Find all of Robin Hood in this 

neighbourhood of older (20-30yrs) family home nestled in the hills.  This 

neighbourhood rises up the northern slope of the valley Departure Bay lies 

in and Edgewood, the gated community perched at the top of the area, 

enjoys spectacular views of the bay, Vancouver and west over Nanaimo. 

• Lynburn: On the opposite side of Departure Bay Road from Cilaire and 

below the Nanaimo Golf Course. This neighbourhood used to be one of the 

most prestigious in town - big lots, big homes, popular with doctors and 

lawyers when it was first developed. 

• Stephenson Point: Stephenson Point is just past the Pacific Biological 

Station off Hammond Bay Road. Most houses in here are 5-15 years old. 

The area is small and exclusive and made-up of mostly higher-end homes. 

Stats for 2009 

Departure Bay had 9% (119 homes) of the Nanaimo single family home sales for 

2009 and an average sale price of $380,734 which was $30k higher than the city-

wide average. 


